




 





The Feudal System 



1:00:09 – tools used by Chuck the Great to 
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The Feudal System 



Feudal Vassals and Knights 
- someone could be a lord and 
vassal at the same time 
 

- one knight could serve many lords 
 

- rules specific to time and place; 
rules in England would not be the 
same in France and could change 
over time 

 



- A knight’s duty to a lord was protection 
and loyalty (fealty – a major  aspect of 
“chivalry”); knights were obliged to pay 
ransom if their lords were kidnapped a/o 
captured. 

 

- Knights also gave money to his lord on 
special occasions (maybe a knighting of 
the manor lord’s eldest son) 

 

- Lords had to treat knights fairly, protect a 
knight in time of need and act as a judge 
in disputes between knights 

 

Feudal obligations 



The Manorial System 
- Manors at the heart of feudal societies; 

most people in medieval Europe lived on 

these (hub of fiefs; really large fiefs may 

have multiple manors) 

- Serfs farmed the lands and gave portions 

of their crops to the lords or knights for 

protection 

- were not free to leave the land without 

permission; serfdom was hereditary 

- Some free people rented land from the 

lord and worked as millers and 

blacksmiths; most manors had priests 

who provided for spiritual needs 

- 2 days off from work – which? 



A typical manor 

Castle 



Castle Life 
- Built for defense, not comfort 
- Few windows, very stuffy; cold in winter, and dark all year; 

private rooms were rare; rats were common 
- Main room was hall used for entertaining and dining;  
- Privies were near the bedrooms and waste traveled down 

pipes or chutes into a moat or river 
- Hay instead of toilet paper and baths were taken separately 

from latrines 
- Wooden bathtubs placed in garden in warm weather and 

indoors near fireplace during cold weather (nobility bathe 
more regularly – serfs much less often) 



Village Life 
- Small one to two room cottages built by serfs or 

villagers; floors made of dirt, straw thatched roofs tried 
to be waterproof, though not too heavy 

- Meals cooked over open fires in middle of floor; meals 
might include brown bread, cheese, veggies and maybe 
If luck some pork or bacon; always smoky and sparks 
could start deadly fires 

- Families rose at dawn, men worked in the fields, 
women and girls cooked, sewed and cared for animals 
and grew veggies; during harvest, all worked the fields.  
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The Crusades 
• Christian attacks on the Muslim-held areas of Palestine 

• called for by Pope Urban II 

• reflects authority of the Catholic Church and the 
importance of religion to people 

• a series of these attacks last from 1095-1291 

• largely unsuccessful in military sense, but changes Europe 
for eva…  



First Crusade 

• some 30,000 Christian soldiers from all over Europe for 3 
armies led by French nobles (leave 1096) 

• endure hunger, hardship and disease  

• get to Jerusalem (1099) and lay siege 

• after 2 months they win; enter city and slaughter 
thousands of its Muslim and Jewish inhabitants “for God” 





    Second Crusade 
• 50 years later 

• fought to reclaim Christian lands in 
Palestine lost to Seljuk Turks 

• two armies led by French king and Holy 
Roman Emperor lead the way 

• they fight with each other constantly and 
2nd Crusade is a failure 



Third 

 Crusade   

• Saladin unites Muslim forces and retakes Jerusalem in 1187  

• Europeans horrified and immediately plan to attack 

• led by HRE and French King and also King Richard I of England 

• HRE dies on the way; French king turns back and Richard goes 
it alone 

• after 3 years cannot win; makes deal w/ Saladin that allows 
free access for prayer 



Fourth Crusade 

• 1202-1204 

• started for Jerusalem but end up going to Constantinople 

• motivated by economic and political goals 

• trash city and loot, burn and pillage (for God) for three days 

• leave Byzantines weakened and vulnerable to attacks from 
neighbors 



                   Other Crusades 

• all are failures; actually lose all the rest of the lands taken in 
the 1st Crusade 

• Children’s Crusade: 

– thousands of peasants from 10-18 leave for 
Mediterranean 

– many starve or freeze on the way 

– sea doesn’t part / they starve and freeze on the way 
home  



Effects of the Crusades 

• weakens feudal system (many nobles die) 
• strengthens European kings (they get lands of nobles 

who die; organize their kingdoms while prep for war; 
improve tax systems) 

• The Inquisition – domestic “crusades” against 
“heresy” (Dominican and Jesuit orders) 

• Europeans have contact with more advanced Arabic 
and Byzantine civilization and take back ideas and 
technology 

• exposure to classical ideas and writings will sow seeds 
for the Renaissance to come 



Long Term Effect: 
 

• cultural legacy - lays some roots of distrust 
and hatred between Christians and Muslims 

 

http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?g=events/ts/082701iraqplane&a=&tmpl=sl&ns=0&l=1&e=26&a=&printer=
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?g=events/wl/080601mideast&a=&tmpl=sl&ns=&l=1&e=52&a=0&printer=


European monarchies get stronger (less feudal, 
more centralized) 

• Royal alliances with middle class (town charters and 
middle class bureaucrats) 

• Efficient bureaucracies and accountings  
 - William of Normandy’s “Domesday  Book” 
 sees efficient census-taking and taxes 

• Establishment of  “common law” systems 

  - Henry II in England – unify law under crown 

• Standing armies limit influence of feudal lords 

- Philip II Augustus in France 
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